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Mnuchin's move to pull back $455 billion from the Fed's emergency funding facility is having an
immediate negative impact on sentiment -While the news is negative for risk assets, particularly
stocks, it is not necessarily a reason to buy dollar.
Fed had been viewed as the one stable force in countering the economic impact of the
crisis.Pulling rug from under Fed to hamper ability to react . Raises concerns what Trump
admn would do next during the lame-duck period.
However Congressional leaders were reportedly meeting on stimulus. After Mnuchin move, less
likely to yield any result.
On data front, weekly jobless claims 742k added to pandemic angst. Existing home sales 6.85m
vs exp 6.47m. Weirdly, unless housing comes off economy not going to recover. November
Philly Fed 26.3 vs 23.0 exp. USD index trying to hold itself at 92.20 - weekly close below that is
bearish.
Europe continues to reel under virus as well as politics .EU Recovery Fund & 2021-2027 Budget
vetoed by Hungary & Poland- Lagarde pleads for approval. ECB policy moves in December
could be aggressive in this backdrop. EZ inflation expectations are falling again -on balance
EURUSD is stuck with devil and deep-sea.
New faces at Turkey's central bank and Finance Ministry met expectations to raise interest rates
and return monetary policy to conventional path. Lira rebounded as it hiked rates 4.75% to 15%.
Credibility of EM central bank matters more than economy.
China kept LPR rates unchanged seventh month, as expected. USDCNY Stays inside Bollinger
downtrend channel; ceiling at 6.5832 - to stay bearish below 6.6023 close
Face saving excuse- EU team member tests positive. Direct talks suspended.
Though pound trades like a last-minute deal will be done, there were reports of major downside
option protection being taken against pound by Japanese name. GBPUSD: Nov 1.3322 top
caps, sustained break to target 1.3481 Sept peak. However, Repeated fails at 1.3270. Stay
aside.
USD/JPY early 104.22 high hit the 38.2% Fibo of this week's drop. Focus now on a close below
76.4% at 103.77. Little USD/JPY support before the 101.18 pandemic low below 103.00 Upside risk possible only if Nikkei retreats sharply from 29-yr highs (yes, you read it right!)
USDINR should stay anchored in 74.10 74.40 range. What is not good for risk should not be
positive for rupee as well. Close above 74.33 today to bring upside into focus next week.

